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Fuzzy Probabilistic Approximation Spaces and Their
Information Measures
Qinghua Hu, Daren Yu, Zongxia Xie, and Jinfu Liu

Abstract—Rough set theory has proven to be an efficient tool for
modeling and reasoning with uncertainty information. By introducing probability into fuzzy approximation space, a theory about
fuzzy probabilistic approximation spaces is proposed in this paper,
which combines three types of uncertainty: probability, fuzziness,
and roughness into a rough set model. We introduce Shannon’s
entropy to measure information quantity implied in a Pawlak’s
approximation space, and then present a novel representation of
Shannon’s entropy with a relation matrix. Based on the modified
formulas, some generalizations of the entropy are proposed to calculate the information in a fuzzy approximation space and a fuzzy
probabilistic approximation space, respectively. As a result, uniform representations of approximation spaces and their information measures are formed with this work.
Index Terms—Approximation space, fuzzy set, information measure, probability distribution, rough set.

I. INTRODUCTION
OUGH set methodology has been witnessed great success
in modeling with imprecise and incomplete information.
The basic idea of this method hinges on classifying objects of
discourse into classes containing indiscernible objects with respect to some attributes. Then the indiscernible classes, also
called knowledge granules, are used to approximate the unseen
object sets. In this framework, an attribute set is viewed as a
family of knowledge, which partitions the universe into some
knowledge granules or elemental concepts. Any attribute or atof the universe. We say
tribute set can induce a partition
is finer than knowledge
if
is a rethat knowledge
. An arbitrary subset
of the universe can
finement of
, called the lower apbe approximated by two sets
proximation and upper approximation, respectively. If can be
precisely approximated by some knowledge granules of the par; othtition, the set is called a definable set, where
erwise we say is a rough set. The approximating power of an
information system depends on the knowledge . The finer the
can be approximated.
knowledge is, the more accurately
This process is much similar to reasoning of human’s mind. In
real life, the objects are drawn together by indistinguishability,
similarity, proximity and named with a concept. Then a concept
system is formed and used to approximately describe unseen objects. Partition, granulation and approximation are the methods
widely used in human’s reasoning [10], [39]. Rough set methodology presents a novel paradigm to deal with uncertainty and has
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been applied to feature selection [1], [2], knowledge reduction
[3], [36], [38], rule extraction [4]–[6], uncertainty reasoning [7],
[8] and granulation computing [9], [33], [34], [42].
In Pawlak’s rough set model, fuzziness and probability are
not taken into consideration. Pawlak’s model just works in nominal data domain, for crisp equivalence relations and equivalence classes are the foundation of the model [8], [37]. However, there are usually real-valued data and fuzzy information
in real-world applications. To deal with fuzziness, some generalizations of Pawlak’s model were proposed; the theories on
rough and fuzzy sets were put together. Rough-fuzzy sets and
fuzzy-rough sets were introduced in [11], [12], [35] and analyzed in detail [13]–[16]. The generalized methods were applied
to hybrid data reduction [41], mining stock price [17], vocabulary for information retrieval [18] and fuzzy decision rule extraction [19].
Both the theory on classical rough sets and its fuzzy generalizations implicitly take an assumption that the objects in
the universe are equally probable. Namely, the objects are uni,
formly distributed and the probability of each object is
where is the number of objects. In fact, this assumption just
holds if the information about the probability of the objects
is totally ignored. Sometimes, there is a probability distribution on the object or event set [23], [40]. A theory on probabilistic approximation space or a probabilistic rough set model
is expected in this case. For example, there is an information
system about the disease flu, which is described with three attributes: headache, muscle pain, and temperature. The values of
the attributes headache, muscle pain and flu are yes and no, and
those of the attribute temperature are high and normal. There
cases in all. If there are not any samples about the
are
disease, but a probability distribution of the 16 cases, then the
theory about probabilistic approximation spaces is desirable for
reasoning with uncertainty of roughness and randomness. Probability distribution of the universe lays a foundation to employ
statistical techniques into rough set model, which maybe lead to
a tool to deal with inconsistency or noise in data.
In the rough set framework, attributes are called knowledge,
which is used to form a concept system of the universe. Knowledge introduced by an attribute set implies in the partition of a
referential universe. The more knowledge there is, the finer partition will be, and correspondingly we can get a more perfect
approximation of a subset in the universe. Attributes induce an
order or a structure of universe of discourse, which decreases
uncertainty or chaos of the universe. Given a universe , a probability distribution on , and some nominal, real-value or fuzzy
attributes, there comes forth an interesting problem: How do we
measure the knowledge quantity introduced by an attribute set in
the approximation space. In other words, it’s interesting in con-
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structing a measure to compute the discernibility power induced
by a family of attributes. This measure leads to the likelihood to
compare the knowledge quantity formed by different attributes,
and help us find the important attribute set and redundancy of an
information system. Hartley captured the intuitive idea that the
more possible results for an experiment, the less it can be predicted. Shannon [20] defined a measure of a random variable
within the frame of communication theory. Forte and Kampe
[21], [22] gave the axiomatic information measure, where the
word “information” was associated both to measures of events
and measures of partitions and suggested that the uncertainty
measure is associated to a family of partitions of a given referential space. Zadeh [23] introduced a new uncertainty measure
for fuzzy probabilistic space. Yager introduced some measures
to calculate uncertainty implied in similarity relation [24]. In
[25] a measure, suitable to operate on fuzzy equivalence relation
domains, was introduced. Uncertainty measure on fuzzy partitions was analyzed in documents [26], [27], [37]. In this paper,
Shannon’s entropy is first introduced to compute the knowledge
quantity of nominal attributes in Pawlak’s approximation space,
and then an extended information measure will be presented,
which is suitable for the spaces where fuzzy attributes or fuzzy
relations are defined on. Based on the extension, the solutions
to measuring the information in fuzzy and fuzzy probabilistic
hybrid approximation spaces are presented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some definitions in classical approximation spaces are reviewed in Section II. We introduce fuzzy probabilistic approximation spaces
in Section III. Shannon’s entropy is applied to calculating the
information quantity in a classical approximation space in Section IV. Then we redefine the formulae of Shannon’s entropy
with a matrix representation and extend it to the fuzzy cases. The
information measures for fuzzy approximation spaces and fuzzy
probabilistic approximation spaces are presented in Section V.
Finally, the conclusions and discusses are given in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will review some basic definitions in rough
set theory.
Definition 1:
is called an approximation space, where
is the universe;
is a family of attributes, also called knowledge in the universe. is the value
domain of and is an information function
.
An approximation space is also called an information system.
Any subset of knowledge defines an equivalence (also
on
called indiscernibility) relation

edge . Equivalent classes, also named as elemental concepts,
information granules, are used to characterize arbitrary subsets
of .
Definition 2: An arbitrary subset of is characterized by
, called lower and
two unions of elemental concepts
upper approximations, respectively

(3)
conThe lower approximation is the greatest union of
and the upper approximation is the least union of
tained in
containing . The lower approximation is also called pos.
itive region sometimes, denoted as
We say
is a refinement of
if there is a partial order
(4)
Theorem 1:
Theorem 2:
.

,

.
,

, that is to say, can be accurately characterized
is definable, otherwise,
with knowledge , and we say set
is indefinable and we say
is a rough set.
is called boundary set. A set is definable if it is a
finite union of some elemental concepts, which let precisely
characterized with respect to knowledge . Theorem 1 shows
that the more knowledge we have, the finer partition we will get,
accordingly, the more accurately subset can be approximated
and a less boundary we will get.
,
,
, if
Definition 3: Given
, we say knowledge is redundant in . Otherwise,
we say knowledge is indispensable. If each in is indispensable, we say is independent. If a set
is indepen, we say is a reduct of .
dent and
A reduct of an information system has the same discernibility
or representation power as that of the original system; however
the reduct has a concise representation with respect to the original data.
There is often more than one reduct in an information system.
The common elements of all reducts are called the core of the
information system. The core is the attribute set which cannot
be deleted from the system, or the discernibility of the system
will decrease.
is called a deciDefinition 4: An information system
sion table if the attribute set
, where is the condition attribute set and is the decision attribute set. We define
between and as
the dependency

(1)
will generate a partition of
tion induced by attributes as

. We denote the parti-

(5)
where

(2)
where
in

is the equivalence class containing , the elements
are indiscernible or equivalent with respect to knowl-

denotes the cardinality of a set and
,
is th equivalence class induced by . Given
,
is redundant relative to in if
we say
, otherwise is indispensable. If
is indispensable we say is independent with respect to the decision .
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Dependency measures the capability of condition attributes
to characterize the decision
and can be used as a significance measure of condition attributes with respect to decimeans that the decision can be approximated
sion.
precisely by the knowledge granules induced with the attribute
set .
, we say is the - relative reduct
Definition 5: Given
if satisfies
;
1)
2) B is independent relative to .
The first term grantees the power of to approximate is
the same as that of ; the second term means that there is no
redundant attribute in .

Example 1: Assume
is a fuzzy equivalence relation on
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is an object set,
:

Then, the equivalence classes are

III. FUZZY PROBABILISTIC APPROXIMATION SPACES
Pawlak’s approximation spaces work on the domain where
crisp equivalence relations are defined. In this section, we will
integrate three types of uncertainty: probability, fuzziness, and
roughness together, and present the definition of fuzzy probabilistic approximation spaces.
is a fuzzy
Definition 6: Given a nonempty finite set ,
binary relation over , denoted by a matrix

Theorem 3: Given an set , is a fuzzy equivalence relation
on . ,
, we have
;
1)
2)
Theorem 4: Given an set ,
and
are two fuzzy equivalence relations on , we have

(6)

where
is the relation value between and . We
say is a fuzzy equivalence relation if , ,
, satisfies
;
1) Reflexivity:
;
2) Symmetry:
.
3) Transitivity:
Some operations of relation matrices are defined as
;
1)
;
2)
;
3)
.
4)
A crisp equivalence relation induces a crisp partition of the
universe and generates a family of crisp equivalence classes.
Correspondingly, a fuzzy equivalence relation generates a
fuzzy partition of the universe and a series of fuzzy equivalence
classes, which are also called fuzzy knowledge granules [10],
[39], [43].
Definition 7: The fuzzy partition of the universe generated
by a fuzzy equivalence relation is defined as

(7)
.
where
is the fuzzy equivalence class containing .
is the degree of
equivalent to . Here, “ ” means union of elements.
is a fuzzy set and the family of
forms a
In this case,
fuzzy concept system of the universe. This system will be used
to approximate the object subset of the universe.

Definition 8: A three-tuple
is a fuzzy probabilistic
approximation space or a fuzzy probabilistic information
system, where is a nonempty and finite set of objects, called
is a probability distribution over .
is a
the universe,
family of fuzzy equivalence relations defined on .
Definition 9: Give a fuzzy probabilistic approximation space
.
is a fuzzy subset of . The lower approximation and upper approximation is denoted by
and
; then
membership of to are defined as

(8)
and mean
and
operators, respectively, and
means the membership of to , seeing [28]. These
definitions are the rational extension of some models. Let us
derive the other model from these definitions.
is a crisp subset and
is a crisp equivalence
Case 1:
relation on
where
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These definitions are consistent with Pawlak’s rough set
model in this case.
Case 2:
is a fuzzy subset of and is a crisp equivalence
relation on

Here, the rough sets are called rough fuzzy sets.
is a subset of
and
is a fuzzy equivalence
Case 3:
relation on :

From the previous analysis, we can conclude that the definitions of lower and upper approximations of fuzzy sets in fuzzy
information systems are rational generalizations of the classical
model.
, belonging to the fuzzy
The membership of an object
positive region is

(9)
Definition 10: Given a fuzzy probabilistic information
system
, and are two subsets of attribute set ,
the dependency degree of to is defined as

(10)
The difference between fuzzy approximation spaces and
fuzzy probabilistic approximation spaces is introducing probability distribution over . This leads to a more general
generalization of Pawlak’s approximation space. The classic
approximation space takes the uniform-distribution assump,
. Then
tion. So

This formula is the same as that in fuzzy approximation space
[28], which shows that the fuzzy probabilistic approximation
space will degrade to a fuzzy approximation space when the
equality–probability assumption is satisfied.
,
,
, if
Definition 11: Given
and
are two fuzzy partitions, we say knowledge is
. Otherwise,
redundant or superfluous in if
we say knowledge is indispensable. If any belonging to
is indispensable, we say
is independent. If attribute subset
is independent and
, we say is a reduct
of .
Definition 12: Given
,
. is a subset
of .
, is redundant in relative to if
, otherwise is indispensable. is independent if
is indispensable, otherwise is dependent.
is a reduct
if satisfies
;
1)
.
2)
Comparing the fuzzy probabilistic approximation space with
fuzzy approximation space, we can find that the foundational
difference is in computing the cardinality of fuzzy set, such
as fuzzy equivalence classes, fuzzy lower approximations and
fuzzy upper approximations. Accordingly it leads to difference
in defining the function of dependency. Finding dependency of
data is a foundational problem in machine learning and data
mining. The difference in dependency will lead to great changes
in reasoning with uncertainty. In classical fuzzy approximation space, we assume the objects are uniformly distributed and
. In the fuzzy probabilistic approximation space
is
. When the probability
the probability of
, the fuzzy probabilistic approximation space degrades to
a fuzzy approximation space, and if the equivalence relation and
the object subset to be approximated are both crisp, we get a
Pawlak’s approximation space.
IV. SHANNON’S ENTROPIES ON PAWLAK’S
APPROXIMATION SPACE
Knowledge is thought as the discernibility power of the attributes in the framework of rough set methodology. An attribute
set forms an equivalence relation; correspondingly generates a
partition of the universe and a family of concepts. The quantity
of knowledge measures the fineness degree of the partition. The
finer the partition is, the more knowledge about the universe we
have, and accordingly a finer approximation we will have. In
this section, we will introduce Shannon’s information measure
to compute the knowledge quantity of a crisp attribute set or a
crisp partition of .
Given a universe and two attribute sets , , we take the
and
as two random variables in -algebra:
partitions

The probability distributions of

and

are defined as

(11)
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loss
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of

generality,
,

we

assume

that

(12)
where
the joint probability of

;

. Correspondingly,
and

is

Here we have
(13)
where
.
Definition 13: Information quantity of attributes
as

is defined

(14)

,

, so

.
Definition 14: The joint entropy of

and

Theorem 7: Given
, if
is redundant, then
, otherwise
.
and
are
Proof: The probability distributions of

is defined as

(15)
Definition 15: The conditional entropy
defined as

to

is
and

(16)
where
.
.
Theorem 5:
Theorem 6: Given a universe , and are two attribute
then
sets on , if
1)
;
;
2)
, where
means
.
3)
Proof: The first two terms are straightforward. Here we just
give the proof of the third term.
Taking that the probability distributions about knowledge
and are

and

Attribute

is redundant,

is the same as

. So

Then
.
,
is
Theorem 8: Given an approximation space
a reduct if satisfies
;
1)
2)
.
,
, if
Theorem 9: Given a decision table
, then
.
,
,
Theorem 10: Given a decision table
where is the condition attribute set and is the decision,
,
. is redundant if
.
is
. is a reduct
independent if
of the decision table if satisfies
1)
;
.
2)
Example 2: Consider the decision Table I, where
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As we know, information entropy is greater than 0. The
above computation shows the decision attribute can be totally
.
precisely approximated if we have attribute set
will make no refinement to the partition by
. Thereor
fore no knowledge will be brought into the system by
.
and
and
are less than
. According to Theorem 7,
we know
is a reduct of the decision table. Analogously
is also a reduct.
the set

TABLE I
HIRING DATA

V. INFORMATION MEASURES ON FUZZY PROBABILISTIC
APPROXIMATION SPACES
The partitions of

by

,

,

, and

are

First, we calculate the dependency between the condition attributes and decision attribute with Definition 5 and find that
and
there are two reducts of the system:

Shannon’s information entropy just works in the case where a
crisp equivalence relation or a crisp partition is defined. It is suitable for Pawlak’s approximation space. In this section, a novel
formula to compute Shannon’s entropy with a crisp relation matrix is presented, and then generalized to the fuzzy cases. Furthermore, we will propose another generalization applicable to
the case where a probability distribution is defined on the universe and use the proposed entropies to measure the information
in fuzzy probabilistic approximation spaces.
A. Shannon’s Entropy for Crisp Equivalence Relations
Given a crisp approximation space
, Arbitrary relation
can be denoted by a relation matrix

where
is the relation value between elements
and . If
satisfies
;
; and
then
, we say is an equivalence
is an equivalence relation matrix.
relation and
Then the equivalence class contained with respect to is
written as
(17)
where
or 1. “1” means that
is indiscernible with
respect to the relation and belongs to the equivalence class;
doesn’t belong to the class. The cardinality of
“0” means
is defined as

(18)
, an arbiDefinition 16: Given an approximation space
trary equivalence relation on , denoted by a relation matrix
, then we define the information measure for relation as

(19)
where

.
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Example 3: There is an object set
, and a relation
matrix of the set induced by a nominal attribute

Then, the equivalence class of

can be written as

And the information entropy of

is calculated by
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form as Shannon’s one and can work in the case where fuzzy
equivalence relations are defined.
Given a finite set , is a fuzzy attribute set in , which
generates a fuzzy equivalence relation
on . The fuzzy reis denoted by
lation matrix

where
is the relation value of and .
The fuzzy partition generated by the fuzzy equivalence relation is

(20)
Intuitively, the object set is divided into two classes
. The information quantity of the relation
is

We can find that the information entropy with Definition 16
is equivalent to Shannon’s entropy for crisp relations.
,
,
Theorem 11: Given an approximation space
is the equivalence relation generated by attributes . Then,
we have
.
, ,
Theorem 12: Given an approximation space
,
,
are two equivalence relations generated by attributes
and .
and
are the equivalence classes induced
by and . The joint entropy of and is

where
.
takes a value in the range [0, 1] here. This
Remark that
is the key difference between the crisp set theory and the fuzzy
one. As to a fuzzy partition induced by a fuzzy equivalence relation, the equivalence class is a fuzzy set. “ ” means the operator of union in this case. The cardinality of the fuzzy set
can be calculated with

(21)
which appears to be a natural generalization of the crisp set.
Definition 17: Information quantity of a fuzzy attribute set or
a fuzzy equivalence relation is defined as

(22)
Here,
means
and
means
.
Theorem 13: Given an approximation space
, ,
,
,
are two equivalence relation generated by attributes
and .
and
are the equivalence classes induced by
and . The conditional entropy conditioned to
is

Proof: Please see the Appendix.
The previous work reforms Shannon’s information measures
into a relation matrix representation. The reformation will bring
great advantages for generalizing them to the fuzzy cases.
B. Information Measure for Fuzzy Relations
As we know, fuzziness exists in many real-world applications.
Dubois et al. presented the definitions of fuzzy approximation
spaces [11], [12]. In this section, we will present a generalization of Shannon’s entropy. The novel measure is with the same

, called a fuzzy relative frequency, n is the
where
number of objects in .
This measure has the same form as the Shannon’s one defined as Definition 16, but it has been generalized to the fuzzy
case. The formula of information measure forms a map:
, where is a equivalence relation matrix,
is the
nonnegative real-number set. This map builds a foundation on
which we can compare the discernibility power, partition power
or approximating power of multiple fuzzy equivalence relations.
The entropy value increases monotonously with the discernibility power of the fuzzy attributes.
, , are two subsets of .
Definition 18: Given
and
are fuzzy equivalence classes containing generated
by , , respectively. The joint entropy of and is defined
as

(23)
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Definition 19: Given
, is the fuzzy attribute set. ,
are two subsets of . The conditional entropy of conditioned
to is defined as

, , are two subsets of .
Definition 22: Given
The fuzzy equivalence relations induced by , are denoted
by and .The joint entropy of and is defined as
(27)

(24)

Theorem 14:
Theorem 15:
,“
1)
2)
3)
4)

.
” holds if and only if

,

,

.

.
where
Definition 23: The conditional entropy of
as

to

is defined

.
.

(28)

.

C. Information Quantity on Fuzzy Probabilistic Approximation
Space
Shannon’s entropy and the proposed measure work on the assumption that all the objects are equality-probable. In practice,
probability of elements in the universe are different. In this section, we will give a generalization where a probability distribution is defined on .
,
Given a fuzzy probabilistic approximation space
is the fuzzy attribute set, and generates a family of fuzzy equivalence relations on ; is the probability distribution over
and
is the probability of object . A fuzzy equivalence
generated by the attribute subset is
relation
denoted by a relation matrix:

where
.
.
Definition 20: The expected cardinality
is defined as
alence class

of a fuzzy equiv-

(25)
Definition 21: The information quantity of a fuzzy attribute
is defined as
set or fuzzy equivalence relation
(26)
This measure is identical with Yager’s entropy [24] in the
form, but different in goal. The information measure we give
is to compute the discernibility power of a fuzzy attribute set
or a fuzzy equivalence relation where a probability distribute is
defined on . while Yager’s entropy is to measure the semantics
of a fuzzy similarity relation.
Here. we will present a smooth generalization of the definitions of joint entropy and conditional entropy in Shannon’s information theory. And the novel generalizations overcome this
problem.

and
.
where
Theorem 16:
The forms of the proposed information measures are identical
with that of Shannon’s ones, however they can be used to measure the information generated by a fuzzy attribute set, a fuzzy
equivalence relation or a fuzzy partition.
The previous work presents an information measure for fuzzy
equivalence relations when a probability distribution is defined.
Here, we will apply it to the fuzzy probabilistic approximation
space.
Theorem 17: Given a fuzzy probabilistic approximation
, is a fuzzy attribute set; is the probability
space
are two subsets of . The fuzzy
distribution on . ,
equivalence relations induced by , are denoted by and
. Then, we have
;
1)
;
2)
or
;
3)
or
4)
Theorem 18: Given a fuzzy information system
,
,
,
if is redundant;
if is independent. is a reduct if
satisfies
;
1)
.
2)
Theorem 19: Given a fuzzy information system
.
is a subset of .
,
if a is redundant in
relative to ;
if is independent. is a reduct of
relative to if satisfies
;
1)
2)
.
. The probability
Example 4: Given a set
and
Some
distribution is
fuzzy equivalence relations on are shown as follows:
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where
,
and
are fuzzy equivalence matrices induced by fuzzy condition attributes , , and ,
is the relation matrix induced by decision .
First, let’s not take the decision into account, and analyze the
approximation space without the decision .

Looking at
and , we find although the relation matrices of
and
are similar, the information quantities are different.
The difference comes from the probability distribution of the objects. The probabilities of and are greater than that of .
and are discernible as to , so the total discernibility power of
relation is greater than that of ,and

uniform formulas to calculate the information quantity of the
spaces.
The probability characterizes the uncertainty of randomness
of event sets and is an efficient tool to deal with inconsistency
and noise in data. Introducing probability into an approximation
space presents a gate for statistical techniques applying to rough
set methodology, which maybe lead to a tool for randomness,
incompleteness, inconsistence and vagueness in real-world applications.
APPENDIX
Theorem 13: Given a set with n elements and two crisp
equivalence relation matrices , , the
equivalence classes
and , respectively.
generated by and are denoted by
and
The equivalence classes contained are denoted by
, then we have

and

We have

where

.

Proof:

We can conclude
and
are independent and
, respechave the same discernibility power as
and
are two reducts
tively. So

From Theorem 19,
and
proximation space.
In the same way, we can find
reducts of the space.

are reducts of the apand

are relative

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. On one side, we
generalize fuzzy approximation spaces to fuzzy probabilistic
approximation spaces by introducing a probability distribution
on . On the other side, we reform Shannon’s information measures into relation matrix representations and extend them to
the fuzzy probabilistic approximation spaces. The proposed definitions of fuzzy probabilistic approximation spaces integrate
three types of uncertainty: fuzziness, probability and roughness
into one framework. The analysis shows that the fuzzy probabilistic approximation space will degrade to fuzzy approximation space if the uniform distribution assumption holds. Furthermore, an approximation space is Pawlak’s one if equivalence
relations and the subsets to be approximated are crisp. Therefore
the fuzzy probabilistic approximation spaces unify the representations of the approximation spaces. Accordingly, the information measures for fuzzy probabilistic approximation spaces give
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Because there are the following properties between:
and
•
, that is
;
•
,
,
;
,
, such that
•

Then, we have

(29)
Now, we just require proving

Just the same as before, we have
•
;
,
•
,
• Assuming that

;

,
;

Then

Now, we have

(30)

Combine (29) with (30), we can reach the conclusion.
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